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there is a "freeze" button that locks the
waveform when the mouse cursor is over it.
this makes it easy to set up automatic
analysis using the "auto" function. if you
start the auto analysis function, then use the
mouse to control the parameters, truerta will
pause until the mouse is released. at that
point the waveform will automatically
resume. this is your guide to performing a
comprehensive analysis of the performance
of a system. you will be able to see and
measure the frequency response of your
system and its components. you can change
the resolution of the system in the rta
resolution panel to the highest level (24
measurements per octave) or the lowest
level (1 measurement per octave). truerta
has the ability to collect and display
frequency response measurements from up
to 20 channels. this is great if you want to
measure the frequency response of a room.
you can also use truerta to measure the
frequency response of a room or a speaker
system using the pink noise sweep mode or
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quick sweep mode. truerta can be used to
measure the frequency response of the
sounds of an acoustic environment. if you
are interested in measuring the noise profile
of an acoustic environment, you can use
truerta to measure that as well. truerta
includes a built in low noise generator. you
can use this to measure the low frequency
response of a speaker system. you can also
use the lfg to measure the low frequency
response of the room. truerta has an in-built
peak meter. you can use this meter to
measure the peak distortion of a system, or
the peak distortion of a system and the
frequency response of a system in the same
measurement.

Truerta Level 4 3.03

a truly plug-and-play system for the
audiophile, speaker/room designer or studio
engineer, the truerta system provides real-
time, high resolution frequency response
measurements. the system measures the
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frequencies that matter, the frequencies that
produce sound you can hear. truerta turns
your pc into a powerful audio test system.

truerta accurately tests audio systems using
a windows pc with basic sound capability.
the system turns your pc into a powerful
audio test system normally seen only in

better audio research and design
laboratories. truerta (figure 3) measures the
frequency response of a loudspeaker system

and saves measurements in up to 20
memories for later recall and overlay

comparison. truerta combines individual
loudspeaker measurements into a spatial

average frequency response measurement
(spl measurements). observe the frequency
characteristics of music, sound or noise in

real time. study the noise characteristics of
acoustic environments or electronic gear.
observe the frequency characteristics of

recorded music or other recorded audio. with
certain values for analysis parameters,

truerta can measure frequency responses
using pink noise and quick sweep. you are
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also able to measure a loudspeakers
frequency response and the noise from a
given piece of audio equipment. truerta is

available in 3 levels that provide 1/3rd, 1/6th
and 1/24th octave real time analysis of audio

signals. this is the 1/24th octave (level 4)
version of truerta. truertas audio spectrum

analyzer software shows you a detailed
picture of what youre hearing in real-time,
that is, as it happens. you can create your

own professional measurement system
starting with truerta software on your pc.
then add the measurement microphone,
preamp and usb interface of your choice.

truerta accurately tests audio systems using
a windows pc with basic sound capability.
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